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MARITIME BUSINESS CONTINUITY
Budgen Consulting are members of the Business Continuity Institute
and apply best industry practice in resilience strategies to the
marine sector. In 2015, through it’s association with Ardent Global,
Budgen Consulting was able to establish the first salvage emergency
response kit in the Pilbara region drastically reducing response times
to the region should a marine casualty occur. Budgen Consulting
maintains an in-depth understanding of ISO 22301 and specializing in
harmonizing this standard with Crisis and Maritime Security Plans.

ABOUT THE PRINCIPAL

Steve Budgen
CPP, FAIM, SECURITY MANAGEMENT,
BUSINESS RESILIENCE, EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT, CRISIS MANAGEMENT,
COUNTER TERRORISM.

Steve Budgen brings a wealth of
knowledge and experience to his
clients through experience gained in
key leadership positions held both
in large multi-national corporate
organisations’ and distinguished
command roles in Australian Police
Special Operations. He is uniquely
placed to enhance business resilience
and provide tailored solutions to
maritime emergency and security
challenges.
From Navy Diving Operations,
Leading Federal Government
Emergency Responses to developing
response capabilities and salvage
response options for the global
shipping industry, Steve is well
placed to support and advice of
maritime preparedness.
The following is an overview
of the specialist services that
Steve delivers.

MARITIME SECURITY PLANS AND PORT SECURITY ASSESSMENTS
Budgen Consulting has a comprehensive understanding of both the
Maritime Transport and Offshore Facilities Security Act 2003 and
also the International Ship and Port Facility Security Code 2003 and
Regulations. We support our clients in reviewing, interpreting and
applying these requirements effectively.
MARITIME INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
Budgen Consulting provides integrated solutions to Maritime Incident
management based on case studies of actual incidents, latest trends
in emergency management as well as applying the best technologies
to respond and recover from significant marine incidents as soon
as possible.

Budgen Consulting assists
maritime organisations to
plan for Business As Usual
operations and also explores
and implements strategies to
recover from critical incidents
as quickly as possible.
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Budgen Consulting provides
expert advice and analysis
on Salvage Plans and
works closely with allied
professionals including
Naval Architects.

PORT BLOCKAGE AND INDEPENDENT SALVAGE ADVISORY SERVICE
Budgen Consulting have provided critical advice to major mineral
exporters in successfully mitigating and reducing risks associated with
a Port Blockage. Through in-depth knowledge of the Salvage Industry
as well as the application of sound risk management methodologies,
Budgen Consulting can support clients in assessing risk, establishing
contingency plans and advising clients on the complex and specialist
industry of Salvage.
CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE THREAT ASSESSMENTS
Budgen Consulting has provided threat assessments to major
organisations globally on the threats posed to critical infrastructure
both in the marine sector as well as other industries. Providing
and implementing solutions that mitigate and reduce the impacts
associated with identified threats whilst establishing recovery
strategies is an essential deliverable for Budgen Consulting.

Steve has managed successful
yet challenging Salvage
Operations in some of the most
remote areas in the World.
(Asian Lily hard aground PNG 2012.)

COUNTER PIRACY INTELLIGENCE AND SURVIVAL TRAINING
Together with its close Partners, Budgen Consulting produces highly
accurate Intelligence Reports relevant to the shipping industry globally
and provides detailed analysis and risk identification that include areas
affected by regional conflict and piracy. Budgen Consulting conducts
2-day workshops that covers Piracy Awareness and Survival.
The course provides participants with an essential suite of survival
skills for crews transiting high risk areas. The course looks at latest
areas of incidents and latest methodologies employed by criminals
engaged in Piracy. Piracy prevention tactics along with piracy victim
survival skills area essential.
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Budgen Consulting provides the
latest tactics to counter piracy
and maritime terrorism through
its inter-active workshops, high
threat area risk assessments
and its global maritime
intelligence briefings.

